Introduction

Copyright law and resource licensing complicate the application of text data mining for research (Brook, Murray-Rust, & Oppenheim, 2014). Scholars often use – or wish to use – web-based content, news media, scholarly journal articles, or large collections of digitized books. To work with these data, scholars must:

- interpret the terms of use for publicly available content,
- negotiate with content providers for access through formal licensing, and
- operate within an ambiguous fair use framework for materials that are in copyright.

The existing legal and socio-technical landscape gives rise to ethically complicated situations:

- researchers want to use text data but lack clarity on which uses are permissible;
- authors want to mine journal content but lack clarity on which uses are permissible;
- universities want to benefit from the use of altmetrics but, in doing so, risk compromising and commodifying scholarly production.

Method

Convened a National Forum on Text Data Mining with Use-Limited Data that brought together 25 leading stakeholders selected from among researchers, librarians, content providers, legal experts and representatives of scholarly societies.

Conducted conventional qualitative content analysis on materials gathered before and during the Forum in Atlas.ti using a set of 26 thematic codes divided into six categories (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005).

Findings

Individual Level

Researchers who wish to utilize text data mining methods experience a chilling effect on their scholarly work. This legal ambiguity causes a great deal of uncertainty and disincentive in my work and makes it harder to collaborate. It also violates basic norms of research which are predicated on the transparency and reproducibility of scientific research.

“Some researchers do not admit to TDM or are unwilling to share their projects because of fear of being sued, leading to difficulty in reproducibility.”

Institutional Level

At the level of local policy, university administrators must re-examine the ways they license content and how they implement data governance policies in light of the text data mining practices of scholars and the vendors who wish to profit from scholarly production.

“Data Governance

Our libraries and larger institutions have antiquated and limiting policies regarding privacy and IRB matters.”

“Intellectual Privacy

“Library Licensing

“It is poor stewardship of collections budgets to spend large sums licensing data that is restricted in ways that might hinder research. I believe that the research library community should leverage its collective consumer power by walking away from overly restrictive text- and data-mining licenses.”

“Related concern is the ability of publishers to surveil uses of scholarly materials. [...] Only gradually are scholarly authors coming to realize that if you are not at the table, you are on the menu.”
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